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Committee Members: These questions and answers will be provided to the G-PISD Board of Trustees for 
review, as they continue to develop plans for a potential school bond. Your feedback is invaluable to this 
process. Please keep in mind that the last Facilities Steering Committee meeting will include an opportunity 
for you, as a committee, to make a recommendation for a final bond list to the board.  

 

 

Capitalized Expenditures 

• Will the addition of the 1:1 tech ratio bring more classrooms to being paperless and online based? 

The 1:1 tech ratio will allow teachers to employ a paperless classroom, if that is an intent of the teacher. 
Primarily, this 1:1 model will give teachers the ability to advance student learning opportunities using an 
array of online resources with greater frequency/access, as well as the chance to engage in collaborative 
learning via online platforms (within and beyond G-PISD) and provide options for all students to work on 
an instructional activity simultaneously when necessary.  

The intent is not to remove the teacher-to-student relationship or learning model, nor have technology 
replace necessary social engagement in the classroom. Rather, the 1:1 tech model is designed to enhance 
learning by bringing the world into the classroom for educational purposes, and providing better 
opportunities for student engagement and technology application in a world where technology in 
increasingly used in the college/career environments beyond high school. This 1:1 tech ratio is available 
now at many school districts and has been proven successful as a way to improve student engagement 
and performance.  

Additionally, the Texas Education Agency (TEA) will soon require that all students take state tests online. 
Based on reports from TEA, this method of testing/submission may be required as early as the 2022-23 
school year. Employing a 1:1 ratio for technology in every classroom would also ensure the District is 
prepared to provide online testing for all students. 

• On line 16, will this mean cheerleaders will no longer have to pay for their own uniforms? 
Programs which use fitted uniforms that are unique to the wearer or that cannot be passed on to other 
future users such as cheerleading and swimming are typically paid for by the participant because they 
keep their uniforms when they no longer participate in the program. Under Texas law, uniforms that can 
be categorized as capital items (and thus able to be funded with bond dollars) are only those that can be 
re-used in multiple years. For example, band uniforms are capitalized expenditures because can be used 
for many years and worn by multiple students. Capital expenditure funds are intended to defray costs, 
but do not necessarily fully replace all costs associated with the program they support.  

 

• Will Fine Arts be able to receive more money with this bond? 
The funds distributed will be allocated to these program areas, and sponsors of the programs will 
recommend how the funds will be used. This funding method for the program area(s) identified simply 
allows funding to originate from bond dollars rather than from the Maintenance and Operations side of 
the budget.  
 

• Line 5 – will this money also be used for security in the new CTE building and possibly Jr. High? 
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These funds can be used in the manner you describe. Staff responsible for identifying application of the 
funds will make the recommendations on how these funds should be applied. 
 

• Other than computers, laptops, projectors, and SmartBoards, are there any other technology devices 
that might be used in the classrooms and CTE building? 
Technology devices change as the application needs for technology change. For example, in addition to 
those items you mentioned in the question, each of our campuses currently has at least one (1) 
Computers-on-Wheels, or COW, mobile unit that contains a full class set of handheld Microsoft 
Chromebooks. The COW can be checked out by any teacher(s) to use for a short time. G-PISD is proposing 
a 1:1 Technology Initiative that would expand the use of handheld devices like these, as the current, 
limited use of COWs has been successful in classrooms. We expect that we will see an ongoing upgrading 
of devices across our instructional program, and will present plans for technology in the new CTE 
building, and the 1:1 Technology Initiative, in an upcoming Facilities Steering Committee meeting. 
 

• Is theater included under Line 14, “Fine Arts”? New equipment, materials, costumes, etc.? 
All Fine Arts program areas are included in the potential bond project list. The sponsor(s) of the 
program(s) would make the recommendations on how to use the funds. Some limitations do exist, as only 
capital items can be funded with bond dollars (those that are tied to facility construction/renovation, 
curriculum, uniforms, etc., that can be used in multiple years). G-PISD consults bond attorneys as needed 
to determine what item(s) can be classified as ‘capital’ items. 
 
 

• Under the Fine Arts equipment replacement, will the technical theatre facilities be considered? 
When any program is among the list of potential bond items, the program sponsors will make 
recommendations on how the funds they receive will be used. With regard to any potential new facility 
construction that might be used by the theater program, that item is among a list of those to be 
considered for a future bond further out in time. 
 

Early Childhood Center (ECC) 

• My concern with the ECC is that it could turn into a push down Kinder/1st grade class for Pre K-4. I 
want to know if the children are going to be able to learn through play or if it’s going to be stressful by 
focusing on “testing” rather than respecting the learning process in early childhood. 

Now that the state has mandated early childhood education, school districts will have to follow the State 
curricular content that is being standardized for this program. This level of foundational, early academic 
rigor is already modeled within the successful learning opportunities we currently provide for Pre-K 
students at T.M. Clark, S.F Austin, and in the Bilingual Program at W.C. Andrews Elementary School(s). 
While state-mandated curriculum is a requirement for all grade levels in public schools (which includes 
academic growth or progress measures achieved for early learning in reading and math for Pre-K and 
Kindergarten), local districts will also have the ability to infuse experiential activity throughout the 
instructional process. 

• How will the social needs of the kindergarten students be met after being schooled with peers and 
then separated to (a) different campus? 
Early childhood program teachers will be trained in how to help their students anticipate the transition 
from their campus to a neighborhood campus. We will follow the transition model being successfully 
used by districts that have employed the centralized ECC program model.  
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• Is it possible to use district funds to increase the enrollment of Pre-K regardless of family’s income? 
New state law passed this year (2019) is requiring that all Texas public school districts begin offering a 
full-day Pre-K program. Because the State does not yet fully fund full-day early childhood programs, 
G-PISD will use a tuition-based model to serve students who do not qualify for the State funding provided 
for qualifying students. 
 

• For early childhood programs, have you visited places like San Antonio that has built a successful Pre-K 
4 program through state and local funding? 
We have begun doing research on Early Childhood Center (ECC) programs that have been successful in 
other school districts. When/if the community supports development of this program through the bond 
proposal, we will begin making site visits to observe and obtain more specific information from the 
programs that already have programs in place similar to the type of program we are proposing.  
 

Athletics 

• Natatorium at sports complex? 
We have discussed the possibility of considering a natatorium in a future bond election. At the current 
time, our swimming teams are able to use the City of Portland’s Swimming Pool through a joint 
partnership between the City and the School District. 
 

• G-P High School needs an indoor swimming pool for swim classes and competition – maybe in the 
Sports Complex. I graduated in 1967 and took swim (gym) classes in HS. 
Currently we partner with the City of Portland to use their pool for our swim program needs. Indoor 
swimming facility needs can be considered for a future bond proposal. 

 

• Where is the budget for rotation of athletic equipment? 
The athletic director and program coaches take responsibility for athletic program equipment budget 
rotation. They will do the same thing with funds distributed through Capitalized Expenditures that are 
able to be funded with bond dollars.  
 

• Where is the athletic facility? Was it not in the 2015 (bond)? Athletic uniforms replacement considers 
all sports or just football? 
The athletic facility funded by Bond 2012 has been built and is operational – it is the George R. Harris All-
Sports Complex located next to G-P High School (next to the Student Parking Lot at that campus). The 
athletic facility referred to in the proposed bond program addresses all of the athletic program needs not 
housed within the middle school now under construction. This includes an athletic playing field, a track, 
tennis courts and other athletic related issues that are able to be funded as Capitalized Expenditures 
(with bond dollars). Because of changes in the last legislative session, the State of Texas now requires 
these items to be listed in future bond elections as separate propositions from school building 
propositions. 
 

• Line 20 – what will the complex include? 
(Please see the answer above related to middle school.) 
 

• Will more sports receive more support in this bond? For example, swimming / golf? 
The athletic funds will be allocated across athletic program areas based on recommendations made by 
the athletic director and coaches. 
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Vocational Agriculture 

• Why do you need a 2000 sq. ft. livestock barn if animals will not be kept overnight? The daily moving of 
these animals does not seem practical. 

The 2,000-sq.-ft. facility model would include a large show arena in addition to animal pens. The arena is 
necessary so that students can host competitions and regularly practice showing animals in advance of 
county stock show(s). Final design plans are yet to be solidified, so the exact size/square footage of the 
large event arena is to be determined. (Initial, mock design from Turner | Ramirez Architects was solely 
for informational purposes/cost estimates. When/if a bond were to pass to fund this type of project, the 
District would employ its standard process to source an architect and design a final plan for approval 
from the Board. In any case, the event arena would be a significant portion of square footage required 
for this model.) While livestock would be kept on a temporary --not permanent-- basis in the model being 
discussed, space is needed to house them during the school day and during competitions at the show 
arena (as animals are transported to/from pens to the arena when each show/class is called to compete). 
 

• What is the number of students compared to the whole that use the AG facilities? What are all the 
current low and high impact AG facilities offered? What is the full benefit to add these facilities? 

Currently, G-PISD does not have an Ag facility apart from the classroom(s) used at G-P High School. (In 
previous years, a private owner did allow the Ag students use of some property for a few pens. However, 
that opportunity is no longer available. Therefore, the District is working to provide for these students 
through this potential bond opportunity.) With the lack of a facility, the District is also limited in terms of 
what courses/classes can be offered –and appropriately facilitated/taught-- under Agriculture sciences. 
The District does have record of increased interest in the “Principles of Agriculture, Food and Natural 
Resources” introductory Ag course – as an example, with enrollment growth from nearly doubled from 
33 students in 2014-15 to 63 students in 2017-18. Other courses including Small Animal Management, 
Livestock Production, Equine Science, etc., require or are best employed with the hands-on learning 
experiences that could be available if an Ag facility were available to students. Discussions with our new 
Ag teacher, and information/interest expressed from parents and students (dating many years back) also 
indicate a need and interest for an Ag facility. 

“Low Impact” and “High Impact” are references to the operations of two varying types of Ag facilities, 
with “low impact” including small animals/pens and horticulture sciences, and “high impact” including 
larger animals and livestock projects. Neither low nor high impact facilities are available for our students, 
however the District Ag program could expand and flourish with the addition of these facilities. This is 
the reason for discussion concerning the Ag program and the potential for future course offerings and 
facilities. 

 
• Why build an Ag. Facility or bus increase in Gregory? Portland has been given plenty of property by 

(the) Port of Corpus Christi. Buses are creating potholes, traffic thru residences. 
Based on feedback received from the Facilities Steering Committee at the first meeting on Nov. 19, 2019, 
we understand from representatives present that the Gregory community would not be in favor of an 
Animal Science facility on property the district owns in Gregory. Therefore, the district will not build in 
that location. We are currently seeking other options for a potential Ag. Facility. 
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The District Transportation program historically has been located in Gregory, and is geographically 
centralized in that location as there are buses traveling North of Gregory to pick up and drop off students 
who live in the rural areas at the Northern end of the current G-PISD boundary lines. (Please visit 
www.g-pisd.org/boundary to view a map of the area where G-PISD students reside.) As the bus fleet has 
grown, it has become necessary to expand the bus shelter to better protect more of the vehicles needed 
to serve our students. Other than needing to drop off and pick up bus students going to and from Austin 
Elementary School, the District can reroute runs to State highways, as we are able to do so, to minimize 
impact on Gregory streets. This concern heretofore has not been brought to the school district by the City 
in any official manner. 
 

• Gregory does not want an Ag Science facility anywhere in the Gregory area. 
The District typically tries to use property it already owns before it makes the decision to acquire new 
property. We approached Portland and Gregory to determine whether high impact vocational agriculture 
facilities would be welcomed within their city limits. Since both cities are voicing resistance to high impact 
ag facilities, the District will have to acquire land adjacent to sewer and water infrastructure, but outside 
municipal city limits. 
 

Facilities 

• Instead of constantly adding classrooms to each elementary, why not add another elementary? The 
elementary schools are getting too big. We need more gyms for elementary kids to practice sports. 
Why can’t we offer that to our kids? 

We agree that our elementary campuses are at their ideal size. Our preference is to build an early 
childhood campus at a single location rather than add wings to campuses. If we add wings to campuses, 
we will use up the core capacity (meaning capacity of gymnasiums, cafeterias, playgrounds, etc.) for 
those campuses and eliminate the ability to add 2nd through 5th graders when new students enroll. This 
issue would force us into having to build new elementary campuses before they would be necessary *if* 
we did not build a new early childhood campus model for program expansion required by the state. With 
regard to gymnasium space: Our gyms are part of the core capacity, sized for the number of students to 
use a campus during the instructional day. Building a separate, stand-alone early childhood campus 
would allow for capacity necessary at all elementary campuses to operate with ease in terms of 
space/capacity. 

• If the small learning center is opened for public use, how does the district plan to regulate the use of 
the learning center between citizens wanting to use it for personal needs (general computer 
usage/internet surfing) vs. GPISD students needing to use the center for educational purposes 
(tutoring/online homework/project research)? 

The District will have to conduct thorough research and consider the management practice(s) of other 
districts/entities with learning centers to determine how to regulate the use of the centers. We will 
develop our guidelines using the best examples we can find for our application locally. Student use will 
be given first priority. At this point, internet surfing will have low priority. Additionally, the District is 
required to employ secure Internet filtering systems. If the technology and/or equipment is funded by 
the District, the same high level of Internet security would be required for learning center(s). (It is yet to 
be determined whether this would be facilitated by the District, or any potential partner for a future 
learning center(s).) 
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• Why can’t we incorporate current campuses as learning centers?  

We could incorporate current campuses as learning centers if campuses already built could be zoned so 
that air conditioning during learning center hours does not require us to run campus air conditioning 
systems full time when only a small part of the main campus would be in use. This would have to be 
analyzed from an HVAC perspective to see if it is possible. Additionally, the learning center would need to 
be designed in such a way that the main campus area would not be accessible while unmanned, and such 
a design would need to be permissible (building, fire code(s)). The interest expressed regarding learning 
center(s) is one that originated recently as a result of these meetings, and will require further research 
before any such facility/operation is in use. 

• Why the need of another Gregory school if / because of the zoning Portland children are having to 
attend SFA? Comment made tonight I heard was that SFA was at capacity. 
As of Sept. 16, 2019, S.F. Austin had an enrollment of 491 students and was at 89% capacity (with full 
capacity between 550-600 students). Adding another campus in Gregory, and/or expanding S.F. Austin, is 
not currently listed among potential bond projects.  
 

• Why are all the new schools (Middle School being considered) being built in Portland? 
The District is re-using property it already owns to build as many facilities as possible. The reason school 
sites were located where they are now, is those locations were adjacent to the new housing growth 
occurring in those locations at that point in time. Any new property that has been acquired has been 
located adjacent to where future housing development is anticipated. 
 

• Why are there no learning centers for the children in Gregory? 
There are no learning centers at present in Gregory or Portland because the District has concentrated on 
addressing replacement of main campuses across the District and addressing facility needs brought about 
by legislative program mandate. As a result of interest expressed, in part via the Facilities Steering 
Committee, we have begun to investigate and discuss the possibilities that may exist to provide a learning 
center in each community once other facility needs have been addressed. School bond attorneys would 
need to be consulted, and significant research conducted, to identify potential funding sources and 
operational costs associated with running this type of facility/program.  
 

• What will playgrounds include? 
Playgrounds in Gregory and at T. M. Clark will be designed to be comparable to playgrounds at the newer 
campuses such as East Cliff and W.C. Andrews Elementary Schools. 

Transportation 

• Why can’t the bus barn be located outside of the city limits? The buses drive by residential streets in 
Gregory creating huge potholes. The barn is by the housing apartments, which are a big concern for the 
children of the housing authority. 

In this bond program, the District’s intent is to focus on capitalizing as much as possible expenses that 
qualify for that consideration as well as to address instructional facility needs that need to be addressed. 
There is no need to relocate the bus barn for instructional or operational reasons, as the current location 
does not inhibit (but rather supports) operations being housed in a central location. 

• Is there a way to acquire a personal charter bus(es) for out of town events? 
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We have begun to discuss the possibility of purchasing a charter bus for the District after remaining 
facility needs are addressed, and the bus fleet upgrade is completed. This item would likely be among one 
of the items listed for the next bond election after the May 2020 election (at the Board’s discretion), 
assuming that the current election is recommended by the Facilities Steering Committee and called by 
the school board.  
 

• Will charter buses be possible in the future? This would have saved money for choir, band, sporting 
events. 
(Please see the answer to the question above.) 

Additional Questions re: Bond Projects 

• How are people appointed to the boards/committees to decide on what the community needs? There 
doesn’t seem to be Gregory representation. 
We took nominations from board members, district campus administrators and citizens.  All names 
submitted were added to the list. Invitations to the Steering Facility Committee meetings were sent to all 
nominees. Once meetings were begun, we encouraged attendees to bring others to the meetings going 
forward. 
 

• What was the process used to take the list of items on the bond from the original 55 items to the 
current 20 items? 
The 55-item list was reviewed by the Board, and discussed with Administration, following feedback 
received from Community Leadership Team (CLT) members (who are among the larger Facilities Steering 
Committee). The School Board identified the highest priority items to include on a reduced list of 
potential projects for Bond 2020, with support from Administration. 
 

## 


